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verdictas the article describes, the scanner is designed for the on-the-go business traveler or
working from home. while you can also have it on-site, its compact size and ability to quickly scan

and store documents make it an excellent addition to any home office. for that reason, the docupen
r700 and rc800 offers the best balance of features and price. again, the r700 and rc800 do a great

job of scanning documents, thanks to the combination of its compatibility with officescan, office
2007's built-in pdf utility, and a finely tuned software that provides for rapid throughput and nearly
optimal results. while the combination of the r700 and rc800 is easy to set up and use, the docupen
r900 and rc100 add features that are well worth its higher price tag. paperport now features support

for new file formats. its business functions are updated to allow for more document types and a
customizable search tab. it also includes a workflow tool, and users now have the ability to create
home pages and add custom tabs, while also inserting custom plug-ins and add-ons from nuance's
application marketplace, as well as insert-only features. while the r900 and rc100 isnt specifically
designed to perform like a mfp, the ability to automatically feed the documents to a printer, fax

machine or copier is another plus. in the r900 and rc100, the scanner uses auto document feeder to
automatically feed documents and place all data on the printer or copier. otherwise, all of the other
functions are the same. whether the scanner is being used for scanning or copying, the interface is

similar, meaning that anyone can easily master the functions in an hour or two.
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with the new paperport notes app for ipad, users are no longer limited to typing on their devices.
they can easily create notes, make new notes, search existing notes, highlight and underline text on

their device, as well as create voice email. paperport notes uses the services provided by nuance
cloud computing to keep the user experience always accessible. it also has the capacity to be

continually upgraded and enhanced with the latest version of the paperport desktop client or by
downloading a newer version of paperport notes for ipad from the app store. once installed,

paperport notes is free to download and use. with apple support for quick user access to data stored
on the cloud, as well as the ability to preview, edit and sign pdfs on multiple mobile devices,

paperport anywhere provides mobile users with a secure destination for their digital documents. by
using the paperport anywhere service, users can personalize their digital documents, search for

documents, and share them securely. paperport anywhere also includes an optional nuance mobile
document viewer for viewing documents on the iphone and android mobile devices. paperport 14 for

the apple ipad is available for download from the app store. paperport 14 for the iphone and ipod
touch is also available now, and more products are planned for the second half of 2012. paperport
makes the document life cycle manageable. whether it is created on paper or a scanner, users can

print, search, share, store and email the information. with paperport, people work smarter with
information, not harder. 5ec8ef588b
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